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Total confidence
Don’t miss any error or defect.

Higher productivity
Detect problems quickly and automatically.

Greater satisfaction
No recalls, no complaints, no delays.

New possibilities
Meet requirements of demanding markets.

Waste reduction
Avoid reprints and limit overprinting.

Cost reduction
Produce more efficiently.

COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY STANDARDS

With our validation support packet we give concrete assistance for validation of the inspection process in accordance with the current 
GMP requirements. The EyeC software meets all requirements for configurable systems in accordance with GAMP5 category 4 and 
includes all necessary functions for verfication according to the guidelines outlined in U.S. Title 21 CFR Part 11. EyeC is voluntarily and 
out of conviction DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 certified. The entire operation, production and software development meet the current quality 
standards and are therefore subject to them.   
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EyeC has developed a complete range of artwork and prepress control software to help companies avoid product recalls due to 
artwork errors. EyeC‘s artwork and prepress inspection systems enable the content of artwork files to be checked at every stage 
of production to ensure file quality, reduce the risk of errors, and simplify and speed up approval processes. 

The EyeC Proofiler series digitally compares samples from the press or samples of your incoming materials with a signed proof. 
Each item printed on the web or sheet is fully checked and evaluated in one scan. The results are immediately available and give 
you the possibility and confidence to fully control and monitor your process and to document this objectively and traceably.



What began as a small startup in Hamburg quickly developed into one of the world’s innovation leaders in vision technologies. 
The key to our success: a strong culture of innovation, highly qualified and experienced employees, as well as a close relationship 
with our customers and partners. Here are some examples of our long-term OEM partners:

To help printers achieve 100% quality control and deliver defect-free material, EyeC has developed a complete range of in-line 
inspection systems. Installed on presses or finishing machines, the systems prevent job mix-ups, identify and correct errors in real 
time, reduce material waste, avoid costly reprints and contribute to higher customer satisfaction.

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING

100% inspection of folding 
cartons on a sorting unit.

CARTON INSPECTION



ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

YOUR INSPECTION SYSTEMS TESTED BY EXPERTS

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

Review StationSecure DatabaseInspection System Detailed Report

Macaroon muffin cotton candy gummies. Pastry chupa chups jujubes chupa chups oat cake sesame snaps. Cake fruitcake biscuit 
marshmallow caramels sesame snaps cheesecake. Cotton candy lollipop cake chocolate gingerbread. Chocolate bar lollipop jelly 
beans marshmallow jelly. Toffee bear claw fruitcake. Gingerbread cake tart icing cake.

“At Novartis, we want to find new ways to help people live a better and longer life. Quality is a key to it. EyeC inspection 
systems help us perform efficient and, above all, reliable incoming packaging quality controls.”

A. Schröder I Corporate Communications at Salutas Pharma GmbH



Around the world, more than 1800 EyeC inspection systems are in use at top pharmaceutical companies, printers, as well as 
cosmetic and food producers in 51 countries.

Around the world, more than 1800 EyeC inspection systems are in use at top pharmaceutical companies, printers, as well as 
cosmetic and food producers in 51 countries.
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20095 Hamburg
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EYEC DISTRIBUTION PARTNER

Contact us 
worldwide:

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

With more than 60 employees in Hamburg, Germany, and sales and service partners in more than 20 countries, we are committed 
to helping our customers ensure the print quality of their products every day. Strong relationships with our partners enable us to 
ensure the highest quality of print products — even worldwide.

COUNTRIES WITH EYEC REPRESENTATION

Australia 
Belarus
Bosnia 
Bulgaria
Benelux 
Canada 
Czech Republic
Chile
China
Croatia
Denmark 
Estonia
France 
Greece
Hungary
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kosovo
Latvia 

Lithuania
Mexico
Poland
Romania 
Slovakia
Serbia 
Slovenia
Spain 
South-East Asia
Sweden 
Macedonia 
Monaco
Montenegro 
Portugal
Taiwan
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom 
Uruguay 
Paraguay
USA 

“Since our founding in 2002, one of our biggest responsibilities is to assist our customers in ensuring testing processes 
and implementing valid controls. As a longtime partner, we offer the most complete and secure print inspection 
solutions on the market.”

Dr. Ansgar Kaupp I CEO of EyeC GmbH


